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Great advances in the education of women ... are likely, perhaps,
to find more congenial soil in Universities less bound by time-honoured
traditions and by social conventions than Oxford or Cambridge. What-
ever may be the case by Isis or Cam, .. .— Times.
Our representative yesterday ran down to Brighton to interview the
Cambridge Captain. The weight-putter and high-jumper received him
with his usual cordiality.
This is a favourite newspaper type.
The miscellaneous examples given below (except 'the
former of the last two') are connected with pronominal
variation only so far as they illustrate the same principle of
false elegance.
... hardly calculated to impress at this juncture more than upon any
former occasion the audience . ..—Times.
His mother possessed a good development of benevolence, but he owned
a better and larger.—C. bronte.
In the subjoined official record of' business done *, transactions marked
thus * relate to small bonds, those signalised thus t to small bonds free
of stamp and fee, and those distinguished thus-f to an exceptional amount
at special rates. Stocks and shares marked thus tt have paid no dividend
for the last two half-years and upwards.—Times.
The return to marked is humiliating; we would respectfully
suggest characterized.
One might be more intelligible in such moods if one wrote in waving
lines, and accordingly the question * Why do you not ask Alfred Tennyson
to your home?' is written in undulating script.—Spectator.
Eighty-three volumes are required for letter "M," seventy-seven are
demanded by " L,w and seventy-six are perforce conceded to " B "; but
the former of the last two . ..— Westminster Gazette.
I must ask the reader to use the same twofold procedure that I before
requested him to employ in considering ...—H. SlDGWlCK.
We have not room to record at length, from the Westminster
Gazette^ the elegant variety of fortune that attended certain
pictures, which (within twenty lines) made, fetched, changed
hands for, went for, produced, elicited, drew, fell at, accounted
for, realized, and were knocked down for, various sums.
inversion
Of all the types of inversion used by modern writers, there
is perhaps not one that could not be shown to exist in older

